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I 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this thesis is to develop a theoretical 

framework for the design and operation of industrial organizations. 

Generally, the theory states, 

"Effective industrial organizations should be conceptualized 

as pyramiding, n-dimensional networks of interconnected and 

overlapping closed~,loop information feedback systems. To be 

effective, organizatior.t members must be roude aware of the nature 

of these systems, since it is they who serve as the interpreters 

of a specific sens:i.ng device that functions to close the loops." 

The theory is developed as follows: 

A. Fundamentals of i:·elatively simple closed-loop systems 

for physical process control m:.-e discussed and an 

example is presented unct the basic criterion of 

stability is introducad. 

B. Another, mo:re complex type of closed-loop system is 

delineated, that of the statistical quality control 

cycle. The sensing device in this loop is described 

and the ultimate usefulness of the loop is discussed. 

C. The comple::: system. of many interlocking loops is 

presented and the <1pplici:1bility of an existing sensing 

device to their operation is suggested. 

D. The design of the basic organizational closed-loop 

system is presented, together with the application 
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of a sensing device that is uniquely suited for the 

operation of these systems. 

E. The general plan for integrating these basic systems 

into a total organization is presented, along with 

several other design considerations intended to make 

the theory more readily operational. 



II 

CLOSED-LOOP SYSTRdS FOR PROCESS CONTROL 

The discu.ssimi of closed-loop systems that follcrRs 

proposes to devote consid«~n1t.ton to their applications relative 

to electrical and mech.fi'l."li<.:a.l machines and chemical processes. 

The basic concapts :!.llustrated here will provide the cortceptual 

framework necess1":ry for developing a discuss:i.on of similar 

systems found. iri O!'g,?.niza tional processes. 

Introduction to Qlosed~Loop Systen1s 

It :i.s ohviou:a t:·,at (~lect:ro-mechc.nical devices and chemical 

proce3ses tend to produce results that are not perfectly constant 

at their desired L:ovr.~l ov<?.:r a. per5.od of tim1a. Thi.r.~ is true 

because disturbar"·::es produ(;e vm:i.ation that m<lkes some type of 

cotri:rol over t!.1e mac11i.11e o-r process nec.e:133sry. 

Generally, this con.tx:ol c.Oln be orr.-:~ of two type3, open .. 

sequence control or r;losed~loop control. l!'urtherr,1ore? the 

desired control can b1~ .2.~:hi 1:::ved e:i.tht.?r through the operation of 

automatic elect;~o-m<~chanica.l devices or through th(::? action of 

human operators. 

An open-loop ox opea-sequence control sy::>tem is diagramed 

:i.n Figure 1. The procesn ia being exposed to disturbances~ while 

being controlled by 8.n ei.ement that operates based. on expected 

or calibration conditiorw. This is a system tbat is not capable 

of making compensating changes as calibration conditions change. 
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In contrast, a closed-loop system functions not only 

according to a predetermined calibration, but e.lso as a function 

of what has happened as a result of tbis original control. Such 

a system provides a means of mea.suring the variable being 

controlled, compareo the output being obtained with the output 

desired, and takes whatever corrective action is appropriate to 

cause the actual output to approach the desired output. Such 

a system is an information feedback system because information 

regarding results is fed back to the control components, where 

it provides a basis for calibration changes as results change, 

thus closing the loop. Forrester has defined such systems 

broadly as follows: uAn information feedback system exists 

whenever the environment leads to a decision that results in 

action which affects the environment and thereby influences 

future decisions. 113 A functional diagram of such a closed-loop 

system is given in Figure 2. 

It is possible to compare the general characteristics of 

open-loop and closed•loop systems by considering the example 

of a traffic light. The light operates according to a predetermined 

time cycle and this calibration is designed to achieve desired 

traffic flow for expected or 11average" traffic conditions. 

Since the actual flow of traffic that the light controls does not 

have an effect on the action of the light, the system is of the 

open-loop variety. 
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However, e.s all those who ope.rate an automobile know, this 

open-loop system is one that ::;ometlmes fails to effectively 

control the crafZic aud traffic jams of t:~n rasul t during periods 

of abnormal traffic flow. When this happ~n3, the only way to 

solve the problem is to clrnnge the system to one with closedM 

loop control. This can be accomplished by having a policeman 

operate the controls manually. He is able to observe varying 

traffic flow in all directions and operate the time cycle in a 

manner that enables all traffic to move with only a reasonable 

delay. The advantages of such a system are obvious. 

In this system) a human operator - the policeman - performs 

the functions of measuring the traffic flow (the process) by 

observation and comparing this flow with his idea of what it 

should be for the preva,:tling conditions and taking the 

appropriate action by controlling the time cycle of the light. 

The equivale11t closed-loop system controlling a machine or 

process in industry similarily achieves the desixed result 

through the sequenti.al observation and measurement of results, 

follatted by adjustments to the machine or process - all these 

functions being performed by a human operator. The cycle repeats 

a.s often as necessary to achieve the degree of control desired. 

However, the continuing trend that is demanding more and 

more consistent performance of machines and processes, seemingly 

approaching perfection, often quickly outstrips the manipulative 
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skills of human operators. This means that automatic closed-

loop controls are often essential to the effective performance 

of a machine or process. 4 According to Porter , the basic 

weaknesses of human operators as the pivotal links in the 

control of physical processes can be attributed to four 

shortcomings: 

(1) Human reaction time is such that manual control is 

inefficient in systems where high speeds of response are 

essential. 

(2) Many machines and processes require continuous and 

accurate control over ~tended periods of time. Under these 

demands, physical fatigue and boredom may cause a significant 

deterioration of performance. 

(3) It is impossible to standardize the reaction of human 

operators. Interpretation of error signals and the time required 

to take corrective action varies significantly from operator to 

operator. 

(4) It will often prove uneconomical to use manual controls 

in applications where autanatic controls can be developed that 

will result in labor savings. 

These human frailties led to the evolution of automatic 

control that has contributed greatly to the productive uniformity 

so universally required today. It has also helped to reduce costs, 

improve quality, and reduce safety hazards. 
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Closed-Loop Control of a Ch~ical Process 

The fundamental design considerations of such information 

feedback systems used in industry today can be illustrated by 

considering the closed-loop control of the process illustrated 

in Figure 3. It is desired to control the temperature of a 

liquid formed by mixing two constitutent liquids. A temperature 

sensitive device is placed in the path of the mixed liquid 

downstream from the mixing operation. We can assume that this 

location of the sensing device is necessary because the liquid 

must stabilize after mixing in order to obtain an accurate 

reading and because the temperature is critical downstream? 

rather than at the mixing point. 

Recalling Figure 2, a functional block diagram of a closed-

loop system, it is possible to define the functional components 

in this example. This is shown in Figure 4. 

The temperature of the final liquid is measured by a 

thermocouple. This thermocouple causes a current, i 1 , to flow. 

This current is proportional to the temperature of the liquid. 

This current is then compared with i2, a current proportional to 

the desired temperature. The error current or difference, i 3 , 

is caused to flow through an electromagnet. Its direction 

depends upon which is greater, i2 or i 1 , and if the current flow 

is great enough it causes the moveable magnet to open or close 
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the circuit, causing the heater to turn on or off. If the 

current flow is not great enougb to cause the magnet to move, 

the heater remains on or off~ as the case may be. 

Assume that the desired temperature of the liquid is T0 • 

When the actual temperature, T 0 is equal to T0 , i 1 "i.s equal to 

i2, and the error current, i 3, is equal to zero. However, 

if T is less thnn T0 , i 1 is less than i 2, and as a result, i 3 

flows in a direction tha.t tends to repel the moveable magnet. 

Wben i 3 is great enough, the magnet is forced a.way and the 

switch closes, cs.using the heater to turn on. Eventually, the 

temperature of the liqu:i.d will rise enough to cause i1 to be 

grenter. than i2; thus reversing the fl~~ of current in the 

winding and reversing the polarity of the magnet. When i 3) 

flowing in this t·evcro::e direction, becomes large enough, the 

moves.ble magnet is attracted to the permanent magnet and the 

circuit is opened, caus:.1.ng the heater to turn off. 

This is clearly a closed-loop system. A decision by the 

controller to turn the heater on leads to the action of the. 

element heating, which ce.uses the temperature of the liquid to 

rise, thus cb~mging the environment, which eventually will lead 

to another ded.sion to de-energize the heating element. 

This type of 8ystem must be designed to meet the demands of 

both stability and accuracy. In other words~ the system must 

cause the controlled va.riable to approach the desired value and 
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it -nrust ceuse the variable to e1~hibit only allowable variation 

about this desired value. To obtain the desired degre<'? of 

accurac~r and stability_, it is necesrnary to cox:.sicler the time lags 

in the system and the Sffns:i.tivity, or thfi corrective effort per 

unit f!rror. 

When the vai·iable being controlled vari.es away from the 

des:i.red value there are four lags before its trend is checked. 

Fi.r.st, there is a measuring lag wbi.ch is the delay between the 

ti.me that the controlled variable changes and the time that this 

change is reported to the controller. In oux example, the 

temperature r.:1.ses in the process, but this :ts not detected until 

the mixed liquid flows downstream a distance d feet at a velocity 

of V feet per second. 'rhh mesns th<Jt the v1ea.sur1ng lag would 

be approximately <l/V Becon<ls, 'this particular lag is sometimes 

cFlled dead time or 1.'l. d:tct~mcc-veloci.ty lag. 

The next ln.g is <". controller lag, wh:i.ch L3 the delay in 

r~ignaling the control eh:rnent.. This occurs because it is 

necessa17 to compare the ectuaJ. temperature, in our case, with 

the de.s:L:red temp,:!rP,ture before an error signal can be sent to 

th'~ final control e.1.em<:~nt. In the system described for controlling 

the temperature of the liquid, this lag is relatively insignificant 

due to the sp(~ed of cur:r.'en.t flow. However, if a human being were 

performlng tbis function it can be seen that th(~ controller lag 

would be much more significant since the opera.tor would have to 

calculate the error and decide on an appropriate error signal. 
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Furthermore, the magnitude of the lag would vary from cycle to 

cycle and from operator to operator. this would further complicate 

determination of the proper corrective action. 

When the error signal is sent to the final control element 

another lag occurs. This is termed the final control element 

lag and it is the delay experienced by the control element in 

responding to the error signal. In this example, it is the 

time required by the heater to heat to temperature if the liquid 

is too cool. Or, if the liquid is above the desired temperature, 

it is the time required before the temperature of the element 

decreases to a stable lower temperature. The importance of this 

lag would be a major factor in determining what type of heater 

should be used. 

Finally, the process lag must be considered. This is the 

time required for the process to react to the change being imposed 

upon it. After the heater rises to its specified temperature, 

the liquid must absorb the heat being produced before its 

temperature can be corrected. 

The importance of these lags~ along with the sensitivity of 

the system, must be considered when the capabilities of the 

control system - its accuracy and stability - are questioned. 

For example, if the total lag in the system is great enough, 

instability can be introduced. This would occur if the thermocouple 

records an excessively high temperature, and in the meantime, 

disturbances have acted to force the temperature down into the 
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e.cceptable range. However, due to the long lag in the control 

system the final control element thinks tho.t the temperature 

is still too high, so it acts to bring it dO'im, which would likely 

serve to actually d:r:ive it below the lower limit, rather than 

simply reduce it to a position within the acceptable range. The 

severity of this 11 out of phase action11 by the control element 

would depend upon the. sensitivity of the system. If it is 

designed to call for m large corrective action in the presence 

of a relatively small er-ror s:i.gne.l, it 5.s essential to keep the 

total lag of the system small enough to prevent the occurrence of 

absolute instability. 

Figure 5 shows hov1 an unstable system reacts. The amplitude 

of the variable is ir1.creas:i.ng because the corrective action is 

out of phase. If this condition is allowed to continue, the 

system will destroy itself. In contrast, Figure 6 shows the 

behavior of a stable system. This is acttng with a decreasing 

amplitude so that the controlled variable is approaching a stable 

cond:i.tion which contains the desired value. The system t"..Xhibiting 

the better relative stability is the one that. causes the controlled 

variable ·to approach the desired value in a shorter period of time. 

The question of causing the controlled variable to. approach 

a desired value rapidly raises the question of how a system should 

be damped. Generally, there are three alternatives~ ove:i:dampi11g, 

underdamping, and critical damping. The basic difference between 

these syst~.ms is shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Damping of a System8 
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A system that is m'!.derdamped is one whose: response time is 

relatively short, but it is one that causes th~ controlled 

variable to oscillate above and below the desired value as it 

approaches it. An overdamped system is one that does not 

overshoot the desired value, however, its time of response is 

relatively long. Between these two types is this critically 

damped system. This is the one that allows the controlled 

variable to approach the desired value in the shortest possible 

time without overshoot. 

It is important to point out that there is only one 

critically damped system) while there are an infinite number of 

both overdamped and underdamped systems. The critically damped 

system is the one where the two roots to the second order 

differential equation describing the system a.re equal. 

Therefore, the choice of damp:l.ng for a system depends upon 

the speed of response desired and whether or not it is acceptable 

to allow the controlled variable to oscillate above and below the 

des:l.red value. If speed of response is the primary consideration, 

an underdamped system can be used if stable oscillation ia allow~ 

able. If rapid response is required but it is necessary to prevent 

overshoot, a critically damped system should be used. If stability 

is required even at the expense of speed of response, an o·ver-

damped system should be specified. 
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Summary 

The preceding discussion of closed-loop systems as a type 

of process control has served to point out the factors that must 

be considered in the design of such systems. The three primary 

considerations are structure, delays, and sensitivity. 

Figure 2 is a diagram of the functional structure of a 

closed-loop system. The structure involves specification of 

the various system components and how they are related to one 

another. The importance of the structure is to create an 

integrated design that is, in its entirety, more than simply 

the sum of its parts. 

A consider~tion of delays in a system is a study of tbe 

importance of the element of time. Delays exist in all systems 

and in all stages of a system. The delays in the various functions 

of a system have been described in the example cited. It is clear 

that the importance of the various delays can range from entirely 

insignificant to very critical. In some systems, delays are 

essential and must be integrated into the total design of the 

system. Or, perhaps delays are highly undesirable, unexpected, 

and almost undetectable in the complexity of the system. Such 

situations create a demand for extensive systems a.nalysis to 

locate delays 5 followed by extensive revisions in total system 

design to eliminate the unwanted sequence interruption. 

Relative to total design, the importance of delays cannot 

be over-stressed. All delays in a system should be recognized. 
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To the greatest extent practical, the delays should be described 

verbally, and if possible, mathematically and statistically. 

This would include an explanation of what caused the delay and 

the net result of the delay. It is only through such detailed 

consideration of delays t:hat a.n effective closed-loop information 

feedback system can ultimately be achieved. 

Sensitivity is a consideration of the amplificati~a of the 

system, or the amount of corrective action per unit of error. 

This must be specified in the light of delays in the system and 

with awareness of the fact that improper sensitivity can lead to 

either poor performance in terms of accuracy and relative 

stability, or even to absolute instability. 

These myriad considerations serve to make the total design 

of feedback control systems similar to the one described in this 

section quite complex. However, complex as they are, it is 

possible to design such operational systems today by applying 

the concepts of various mathematical aud enginee:dng sciences. 
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III 

THE CONCEPT OF STATISTICAL STABILITY 

The Stability Model for the Production Process 

This section will provide a brief introduction to the concept 

of statistical stability as it is applied to the control of quality 

characteristics of manufactured product. T11is concept is commonly 

referred to as statistical quality control and most of the early 

development is credited to w. A. Shewhart. 

The underlying base of this model is the fact that all 

measured quality characteristics will inevitably exhibit some 

variation as a matter of chance. This is variation that is 

inherent to the process. It exists because the physical and 

chemical changes that are the essence of production processes 

cannot be exactly duplicated for all the product produced. Raw 

materials vary and the efficiency of energy conversion varies, 

which combine and interact to prevent perfect uniformity of 

producto Furthermore, it is obvious that our methods of 

measurement are far from perfect, meaning that even if perfection 

existed, we would be incapable of detecting it. 

The concept of statistical quality control recognizes that 

it is impossible to eliminate this inherent variation in the 

production and measurement processes. It accepts the fact that 

no two products can be made exactly alike. Instead of demaudil1g 

absolute uniformity~ the goal of statistical quality control is 

to produce like products that are different only as a result of 
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variation that is inherent to the pa1:ticular productive and 

measuring process, a.s opposed to differences that are the result 

of some extraneous or assignable cause. 

Eugene L. Grant has stated this concept of statistical 

que.lity control as follows: nMeasured quality of manufactured 

product ie always subject to e. certain amount of variation as 

a result of chance. Some stable ir system of d~ence causes" is 

inherent in any particular scheme of production and inspection. 

Variation within the stsble pattern is iuevita.ble. The reasons 

for variation outside this stable pattern may be discovered and 
9 correcte:d. 'v Therefore, this technique is a model, a tool that 

facilitates evaluation of the performance of a process. In 

other words, it is used to provide a basis for action. 

In making use of this concept, it is first necessary to 

determine what the inhereut variability of the process is and to 

determine the characteristic pattern of this i1~1erent variability. 

'.Che data for me.king this determinc,tio:n is derived by drawing 

samples from the production process. Samples are used, because 

as has already been recognized, we are always practically restricted 

to a sample. Variability is ever present and therefore any attempt 

to measure must result in only a sample of all measurements possible. 

However~ it is essential to select samples that are what Shewhart 

called 1'rat:i.ona.l subgroups11 • Grant indicates that the "subgroups 

should be selected in a way that makes each subgroup as homogeneous 

as possible and that gives the maximum opportunity for variation 
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f b • .. 10 rom one su group to anotner-·. 'I'his rationality must be obtained 

if statistical quality control is to prove effective in 

distingui.shing between variation that is inherent to the process 

and variation that is a result of assignable cau.ses. 

When we obt"1in these rational samples of the quality 

characteristic we are interested in two things, the average or 

central tendency of the measurements and the spread or dispersion 

of tbe measurements about the central value. Botb of these 

statistical measures must be controlled in order to define the 

inherent pattern of variation of the process. 

The statistic that is usually used as an indicator of the 

central tec1ency is the arithmetic mean, or the sum the measure-

ments in the sample divided by the number of measurements. This 

statistic is denoted by the symbol X. The variation that exists 

from X value to X value is a measure of the between sample variation. 

The statistic thet is usually used to measure dispersion is the 

range. This is obtained by substracting the smallest value in the 

sample from the largest value and it is denoted by the symbol R. 

The variation that exists from R value to R value is the pattern 

of within sample variation. 

In addition to the fa.ct that we are always practically limited 

to a sample, the use of samples enables us to apply statistical 

theory to advantage, especially the central limit theorem. This 

theorem states that averages of samples drawn from any distribution 

will form a nearly normal distribution, regardless of the 
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characteristics of the parent df_i:.;tribu t~.on.. Applying this 

theory, procedures are followed for calculat::Lng limits for both 

X and R control charts ancl eventually lin-1its are obtained that 

serve to define the pattern of stability for thi~ p:rocess. The 

limits so determined are then extended into t:he future as '='-

control chart. Future inherent. variation of the statistic is 

expec.tcd to fall wi.thin these control limits. Also, stnce the 

X chart is a test to determine if the between sample vs.r:Lati.cm 

is consistent w:tth th~ with:i.ti sample va1·iation, a point thet falls 

outside l:i.mits on the X chart: is assumed to reflect the presence 

of a removable cause of variat:!.on that n:n:ist be sought out and 

eliminated. Sj.milarily:, the R cha.rt is e. test to determine if 

stable var:i.ation ~xists within a sample. When the R control 

chart indicates that such variation is not pres1<!l"1.t a removable 

cause of variation is assumed to exist. Thus~ the control chart 

i.s a basis for ;.:,ction for control of the process. 

The limits on the X control chart are set r::o thi:.;.t ~ known 

portion of the statistic from the underlying mathematical model 

of the X chart will fall outside of the limits. For this 

normally distributed abstract mathem~tical model, three~sigma 

lim:i.ts are usually used~ and in this case, 99. 7% of the theoretic:;.l 

X's fall with in limits. Furthermore, exactly 0. 13Si will fall 

above the upper limit and exactly 0.135% belm1 the lower limit 

with an accuracy correct to three decimal places. Although the 

distribution of R yalues is not normal, it has been found that 
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three-sigma limits will contain almost all values of R. For this 

reason, three-sJ.gma li:mit.s ;;;.re 1.rnr:"\d :for R as well a.s X control 

charts. 

Since almost any value can occur if enough :measurements are 

taken and since the exact probabilities associated with mathematical 

models caimot be carried into the real world, it is possible to 

make two types of errors in interpreting a control chart. Type I 

e:tror is looking for an assignable cause of ve:ri.:-:tion when one 

is actually not present. In other words, ~ point has fallen 

outside of the control limits when it does in fact belong to 

the distributior1. wnen we try to eliminate this ' 1assig1table 

cause11 we are attempting to remove inherent variation. The 

result of such action is usually to introduce instability into 

the process where none existed. 

Type II er~or is not looking for an assignable cause when 

one actually does eldst. In this case, a sample mean (or R value) 

falls within limits when it should not. This means that the 

distribution has shifted and the probability that this shift 

will not be detected ,. the Type II erroi;- - is equal to the 

percentage of the shifted distribution that lies between the 

controJ. limits being used. 

The Statistical Quality C'lntrol Cys~ 

The above discussio11 has sketched a brief outline of the 

basic concepts of statistical stability, how they are applied to 

define a stable pattern of inherent varia.tion 1 how the resulting 
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control charts are utilized to maintain the desired stability 

ever a. period of time) and possible errors that can occur. This 

is the essence of statistical quality co11trol e.s it is applied 

to the actual physical production of product. However, the total 

scope of the concept has a much broader value. 

The determination of thb stable pattern of inherent 

variation defines the capabilities of the production process. 

However, evidence of stability is not the criterion upon which 

the product is actually accepted. This decision is based on 

product specifications or what is wanted by those who purchase the 

product. Furthermore, the limits that define the inherent variability 

of the process are established for some sample statistic, whereas 

specification limits apply to individual units of production. 

The first step in defining the desired relationship between 

specification limits and control limits is to introduce a third 

set of limits, natural tolerance limits. These limits apply to 

individual values rather than sample means. A point of significance 

is that the distribution of individual values always has a dispersion 

greater than the dispersion of sample means taken from this parent 

distribution. The first step in determining the location of these 

limits is to obtain an estimate of the distribution of individual 

valuea by taking measurements from an in-control system. The 

natural tolerance limits are determined by estimating the desired 

location of these limits at the extremes of both ends of the 

distributian. These distances are then converted to multiples 
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of sigma prime. The simplest example would be the case where it 

is possible to assume that the parent distribution is normal. In 

this simple case, the natural tolerance limits would lie ±. th1·ee-

sigma prime from the mean of the parent <listr:ibudon.w 

It is desirable for specific.atior1 limits) therefore, to be 

outside of the natural tolerance limits on indiv:Ldual values. 

This would mean that temporary process shifts of a minor nature 

would produce very little unacceptable product, which would result 

in lower costs of production. Also, the further specification 

limits are outside of natural tolerance limits, the greater the 

process shifts that can be tolerated> and the less effort need be 

devoted to maintaining process centering. 

The antithesis of this situation is the one where specification 

limits fall inside of natural tolerance limits, or even more· 

regrettable, inside of control limits also. This means that some 

product produced within the stable pattern of variation inherent 

to the process will x1ot conform. to specifications. The result 

is a high rejection rate of manufactured product, resulting in 

high cost of production. Such specifications are said to be 

unrealistic when compared in the light of process c,apabilities. 

Tb.is should make the ultimate usefulness of the concept of 

statistical quality control obvious. It means that realistically, 

specifications must be based not only on what is wantE?d, bu.t cilso 

on the capabilities of the production process. This serves to 

iorm a specific closed-loop information feedback system that has 
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g;.merally become known as the stati8tics1 qu::-::U.ty control cycle. 

This cycle is an in:.t:ormation. feedback .:::ycl~. 3 just as t.he 

method of controlling process temperature in Section II is an 

information feedback cycle. In that c;rne, a vacuum tube 

cont>:oller was utJ.1:i.zed to compare a current function of the 

actual temperature with <'l current funct.~on of the des:l;:ed 

temperature. The re::mlt was a11 error. signi:11 and lf th.~ magnitude 

of that signal was great enough; it :l.nid.ated action within the 

framework of the closed-loop. ft is s:1.gniHcant to note that 

certain "liariation is allowable t:nd that no action is taken whUe 

only inherent vm::l.ation :tf; present. Thus., i.t :1.s clear that the 

concept of stability is the essence of: th~ pr.ocess control sy$tem. 

In this closed-loop cycle, one of th(~ sene:l.ng devices is 

Shewha:rt' s model for produc:t:ton and aga:ln~ the central ~onccpt 

upon which action :i.s based is the concept of stability. Inputs 

or what is wanted change~ process cci.pabi.lit:'.es change as equip-

ment deteriorates, mG;ldng the need for evaluat:Lng the 

reasonableness of spec:i.ficatJ.ons and the det~irability of 

replacing equipment essentially continuous, 

However, there :ts one •rery import.'1nt difference between 

this closed-loop and the process control loop described :tn 

Section II. In the case of the process control loop, there was 

only one sensor to derive error sig11als and call for correct:i.ve 

action. However, in this loop sensors are d:i.stributed throughout. 

This thesis has described Shewhai:t' s model :for product:ton as one 
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Figure 8. The Statistical Quality Control Cycle 
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of the sensing devices. However, it should be stressed that 

the people who interpret this tool are actually the real sensors, 

This sensor is actually located in the production component of 

the cycle. 

However~ there are also sensors in the specification and 

evaluation components and often there is more than one sensor 

in each component. This is a factor that makes the action of 

the loop much more complex than that of a relatively simple 

process control loop that employs only one electro~mechanical 

sensor. 

Consider the evaluation or inspection component of the loop. 

The function of this component is to answer the question, "Did 

I in fact produce what I wanted to produce? 11 The sensing in 

this component is accomplished through prescribed procedures 

for inspecting the m.anufactured product. Tbis inspection could 

be manual or automatic. It could be performed by one person or 

a very large group of. people~ or by specifically designed automated 

equipment. Thus 3 the sensing is complicated and it is probably 

performed by several oensors. 

The ultimate result of this action is to send some sort: 

of error signal to the specification component that serves to 

define that which the process is capable of producing. Here a 

sensor ~ probably a design engineer or a group of design 

engineers - decide what if any specification changes should be 

made after comparing that which is desired with process 
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capabilities. Perhaps this error signal is passed on to other 

. th . .c • . • • " d . h 11 sensors in e speci£~ca~lon component incLu ing t e customer) 

who must approve any change in design specifications. 

Eventually, specifications are arrived at and passed on 

to the production component of the cycle. Here.~ sensors analyze 

the specifications and they are submitted to various closed-

loops within the production component. Although the action of 

these loops will not be discussed in detail here, let it be 

said that various closed-loop systems operate within the production 

component to arrive at plans for the design of the process, the 

production rate, the production method, arLd various other 

considerations necessary for the actual production of the product. 

At length, actual production starts and the results are evaluated 

thl;'ough use of the concept of statistical stability. Tbis 

sensing device serves to point out the need for corrective 

action to eliminate assigna.ble causes through the action of a 

closed-loop for process control. This contributes to the 

production of product consistent with process capabilities. 

The resulting p:mduct: is submitted to the evaluation component, 

the point that we chose to enter the cycle. 

This is just one example of a closed-loop information 

feedback system found in organizations today. It is similar 

to the basic process control loop discussed in Section II, yet 

it is infinitely more complicated because many human sensors 
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operate within the loop. !f this over simplified example. is 

analyzed more closely, as it will be in the next section, it 

will be found that loops interconnect and overlap, thus greatly 

complicating the total organizational process. 

In spite of the complexity involved, the logic of this 

relatively simple cycle seems clear and when it is presented 

it usually meets with few det~actors. Nevertheless, it is 

appalling the number of times this process functions as an 

open-loop eyelet even today. Much has been written of instances 

where specifications have been made and kept with no consideration 

of process capabilities. With the always high cost of production 

that attend such fallacious decisions, the economic consequences 

that result are most severe and represent an unnecessary burden 

on a productive society. To avoid these severe consequences~ 

it is necessary to make decisions within the f-ramework of this 

closed-loop information feedback cycle that will cause 

specifications to be based not only on what is wanted, but also 

on the capabilities of the production process. 
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lV 

THE COMPLEXITY OF INTERCONNECTED INFORMATION FEEDBACK SYSTE.l'lt.~ 

As an introduction to the complex and varied characteristics 

of closely related c.losed-loop information feedback systems, it 

seems appropriate to consider an intricate system familar to those 

engaged in industr:lal activities and investigate its particular 

closed-loop properties. This means that the system must be 

operational today and~ preferably~ that the decisions made in the 

framework of the loop are retionally based on quantitative data 

and that sensing devices are available that provide some sort of 

an error signal to provide a basis for action. 

Such a system is the physical productio11 process. These 

processes are expected to produce a product that is acceptable 

to the customer. Implicit in this statement is the well known 

fact that products must conform to certain quality specifications. 

However, as this thes:ts pointed out in Section III, quality 

specifications to be realistic, must be based not only on what 

is wanted, but also on the capabilities of the process. Thi$ 

logic can only be achieved through the operation of a closed-

loop information feedback system. This is the classic statistical 

quality control cycle of specification to production to inspection 

and back to specification. The primary sensing device in this 

loop is Shewhart's model of statistical stability and it is the 

consideration of this loop that forces quality specifications to 
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be based not only on wh~t is wanted but also on the capabilities 

of the process. 

However, it is not enough just to realize the existence 

of this interdependence of quality specifications and process 

capt>.bilities. Relative to the quality level - the en.virc1.me:;.'l.t 

in our basic closed-loop - there are also many other interlocking 

closed-loops that are of great significance in the total 

organh~ational process. Figure 9 illustrate1~ some of these 

systems that are such an integral part of total operations. 

For example, it is clear that the amount of labor utilized 

and the skill that it possesses affects and can oe affected by 

the quality level of the physical product. There are many 

instances where not enough or too much labor adv~rsely affects 

the quality level. It would be possible, and perhaps often 

desirable, to use Shewhart's model of statistic.al stability as 

the sensing device in this closed loop in order to evaluate 

labor requirements. 

To illustrate, consider a process that. involves the 

plating of a metallic substance on glass blanks, forming an 

electrical circuit. In O't:der to achieve the desired electi·ical 

properties, it is necessary to wipe the glass surface to free 

it of contaminants. This operation is perfonned by hand) 

operators wiping the gla.ss blanks as they pass by o:u .s conveyor. 
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Figure 9. Interconnected Information Feedback Systems 
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Using Sbewh.a:rt 1 s model of statistical stability,, it would be 

posslhle to vary the labor used on such an operation and 

determine the result on :;he quality level obtainable. However, 

if this is at.tempted, it is essential to recognize the existence 

of the various other loops that also ope:i::ate on the quality level 9 

and st.abiHz;;~ their effect so that si.gnificant variations that 

result are in fac.t cor,.tributed by varying the labor. Through 

such a pt·ocedure~ labor costs could be nminimizedn. 

In a simila1· mann•:.r, other facto:.:s th2t operate on the 

quality l~vel could be Bnalyz.ed in much the same way. S(.>me 

are relativ'2ly obvious, s1.:1ch as the amount o~ labor d:i.scussed 

above. Otbt-r obvious e~amples would be the materiel u.sad in 

the product, the metllod used, and tbe rate of production. 

However, other loops are m11ch mor0 complica.ted and not 

nearly so obvious. T-wo such loops are the ones involving the 

method of wage pa:yme.nt ¢md the state of organization, Thc~se 

two are sim:i.lar in that they he.ve a very real but more subtle 

affect on the level of qucility obtainable ~md~ as a result~ 

there is a general tendency to overlook the operation of these 

loops - even if their e:ldstenc8 is recognized - because it is 

considered difficult to analyze them qu.r,ntitat:~vely. 

'£hese are more accurately tet·med organizational process 

loops while the otbel.'.'s have to do more with the actual phys:i.cal 

production proce~;s. Yet <.:i.s F'igure 9 shows, the production and 
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organizational loops all act on the same environment and they are, 

therefore, interconnected and to some degree overlapping. Further-

more, this thesis proposes that it is possible to use the same 

sensing device - Shewhart's stability model - to furnish the 

basis for decision making that will serve to close the 

organizational loops. It is possible that it will prove practical 

to use the model quantitatively for this purpose. However, it 

will probably be sufficient to use it conceptually in most 

instances. 

Consider the wage payment question as the closed-loop cycle 

illustr,ated in Figure 9. There are man.y ways that this affects 

the quality level of the finished product and this information 

must be fed back to the decision point where wage issues a.re 

decided. Good wages are a factor in attracting capable workers 

and this is one of the many things that helps to create a 

quality consci~~s attitude. And it is not just the level of 

wages that is important, the method of wage payment must also 

be considered. What affect would the installation of incentives 

have upon the quality level? If incentives are being used, will 

a necessary downward revision in rates have an adverse affect on 

product quality'? 

This question of im:entive rate revisions is always a difficult 

one for many rea$ons. One of the most important ones is the affect 

on quality. The answer is yes, rate revisions often have the result 

of causing a drop in the quality level and often the quantity of 
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product. The possibility of this change in total process 

capabilities must be recognized and the val:.Vi! of measuring its 

ef f:ect through the use of Shewhart' s model should not be 

overlooked. 

Similarity, the state of organization affects the 

capabilities of the production process end ss a result, has an 

effect on the quality level of the product. This state of 

ot·ganization cen be generally defined as the result of the sum 

total of all relationships between individuals, between individuals 

and groups, and between individuals and me.chines. 

It is logical to assume that the process that determines 

this state of organization should operate as an information 

feedbr:.ck system. However~ the quality level of product obtainable 

is not the only consideration that affects the decision that 

determines the state of organization~ though it is certainly of 

great importance. Other considerations are represented by the 

inputs in this loop, wh:!.ch :ts an overs:tm.pl:i.fkation. Actually, 

the state of organization is a factor present in wmy interlocking 

and. overlapping systems, and because people are the essential 

element, t:hese systems are considered ndd:i.mensional. It is the 

intricies of these organizational feedback systems about which this 

thesis will be caacerned. 
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v 
THE BASIC CLOSED -LOOP SYSTEM IN ORGP.-NIZATION 

The Concept of Organizational Stability • The Sensing Device 

This thesis has explored the use of various ramifications 

of the concept of stability in each of three sections. In 

Section II, the method of controlling a certain variable 

pertinent to the performance of a chemical process was studied. 

In this case, the general design of an electronic feedback 

control system was outlined that performed the function of 

effectively controlling the temperature of a liquid, Stability 

was a prime consideration in designing this control system 

because it recognized the fact that certain variation in the 

level of the controlled variable must be allowed to exist. 

When only this allowable variation was present, the control 

system did not call fox· corrective action. The necessity of 

designi11g the system through a consideration of its characteristic 

stability was supported by outlining how action predicated on 

factors that ignore this criterion can actually contribute to 

instability. 

The second section dealt with the concept of statistical 

quality control and how this criterion is utilized as a sensing 

device in the closed-loop systems that control the process and 

that determine product speclfications. This concept calls for 

the use of procedures and calculations that lead to an eventual 
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determination of the stable pattern of variation that is inherent 

to the productive process. Stability is essential here because 

it recognizes that inherent variation cannot be eliminated. 

However, the concept signals the presence of assignable causes 

of variation that must be sought out and removed. Thus, t.he 

determination of the stable pe.tte:cn of variation serves as a 

bas:.i.s for action within the framework of closed-loops. 

The fourth section investigated other, less obvious closed-

loop systems that function in conjunction with the production 

process. The fact that these closed-loops interlock with those 

discussed in Section III was illustrated. Furthermore, it was 

suggested that the <:.rite:don of ste.b:i.lity outlined in Sectim.1 III 

could be employed, quantitatively or conceptually, as the sensing 

device within these loops upon which the action teken would be 

based. This has expanded the use of the concept of stability 

f:rom a criterion for physical process control and a conside:r.ation 

in specification determint.'ltion to one of the criteria for the 

determination of such diverse factors as materials, labor, 

production rate, production method, snd state of organization. 

Rowe,1er, it is obvious that it would be exceedingly difficult, 

if not impossible, to use Shewhart's model for production 

quantitatively as the S$rtsing device in a closed-loop that determines 

the state of organization. There are many reasons why this cannot 

be done. Two of these ressons are the fact that the quality level 

is not sensitive enough to varying states of organization to 
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provide a basis for decisions in this area and secondly, there 

are a multitude of considerations other than quality level upon 

which such decisions must also be based. These facts alone are 

sufficient complications to require some significant modification 

of Shewhart's model or some totally new criterion of stability 

to serve as a sensing device in the vastly complicated closed• 

loops found in organization. 

Before considering such a model it is essential to reiterate 

the basic datum that the capability to achieve stability is in 

fact the most important consideration in the design and opera.ti.on 

of information feedback systems~ be they mechanical, electrical~ 

biological, or the type that this thesis is concerned with, 

organizational. With such an obvious premise established, the 

usefulness of a model that will serve to define. a pattern of 

stability inherent to organizational processes and that will 

provide a basis for action within the framework of organizational 

closed-loop :i.nformation feedback systems is clear. 

A concept that will perform this function has been 

developed by Roger L. Smith in the doctoral dissertation, 11The 

Role of the Concept of Statistical Stability in Organization 

Theory1"' •12 The concepts that follow are a direct adaptation of 

Smith's model and consideration of these concepts is an essential 

prerequisite to evolving the theory of organization that follows. 

The foundation of this concept is the fact that people as 

individuals operate withf:n some stable pattern of variation, the 
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characteristics of which are necessarily assumed to be n-dimensional 

owing to the incomprehensible complexity of humans. This idea of 

stability is a. product of the recognition that all people develop 

certain traits that cause them to act and react consistently as 

themselves and not someone else. Although the fact that some 

stable pattern of variation in the characteristics of individuals 

is generally a.cknow'ledged, to date the life scientists have not 

provided us with quantatively measu~able variables that describe 

these characteristics. Even if variables were available, 

mathematical science ha.s not yet developed analytical methods 
I 

that would enable us to construct the compl~ type of n-dimensional 

model necessary to predict the actions of men. 

For these reasons, it is clear that such a model must of 

necessity be co11ceptual. The model chosen was the Shewhart 

model of statistical quality control for production processes. 

Although this model is only two dimensional, it does serve to 

represent the fact that variation in a physical process is either 

inherent to the process or the result of some assignable cause. 

Sim:i.larly, we can say that a person either operates within some 

stable pattern of variution that is inherent to him or he acts 

as a result of some assignable cause. In other words, s~e 

pressure that is not a part of the person's established pattern 

of stability has acted to force behavior that is not characteristic 

of the person, 



However, in our sod.ety people function 11ot only as 

individua.ls, hut o.l3o <3.s members of groups. Th<:n:efore, through 

direct deduction, it is possible to assert that groups of people 

also operate with 0or,,1e r;t:abl.c pattern of :l.nherent vari.e.tion if 

these groups are to cont:Lr;.ue in ~istence. Directly, the 

variables that describe thEi actions of the group are functions 

of the same var:tables tlwt describe the act.ions of the group 

members as individu<.1.ls. 

ii.lthou.gh we have 110 quantitatively measurable variables 

that precisely descr:i.be the actions of an individual,. it is 

logical to assume that a pe:r:son' s actions atem from his wants 

und desires and i:his 113 the basic variable used in defining 

stable patterns of variation inh1:1re11t to people an.d to groups. 

Smith supports this contention that human wants and desir~s 

are the basic Yar:table in or-ganization this way: "This was 

derived ge11erally on the ba.siH that people basically have wants 

and dasire8. Many of th~se wants and desires cannot be fulfilled 

until men join in association and pool their energy. The moment 

this happens, in order to fulfill some want or desire, au. 

organization has been created. Afte:c cre1'i.ting this organization, 

ths people c.oncerned permit tbe organization to control thair 

behavior in a specified manner. Thl!y pei."mit this control not 

because organizations are superentities but because they wish to 

be controlled in order diat they can fulfill their wants and 
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desires. These organizatioris within which we are controlled 

are not static. They ai:e dynamic evel· ch~mgiag p1:oce;:ises 

because wants and desh·es of individuala are different and 

because the wants and d<:!si:ces of an i:ndividua.1 change over 
, '> 

time.,, ,.J 

Give·il. t.:his basic va:i:iable :for o:;:ganiza.tion and given the 

fact that the variation iu. this variable is a dynamic process, 

the applicability of Shewhart 1 s concept of stability for a 

process is even mor.: clear. Recalling the discussion of this 

model relative to the physical production process in S..;;ction III, 

it ls possible to co:i.1ceptually arrive at limits that serve. to 

define the stable patte:nl of va:dation i:nhe:r:ent. 'i:.CJ the wants 

and desires of the orgai:dzational members. Altho-...J.gh the state 

of organization is actually a ~1.-dimensional variable, for purposes 

of illustration this is r:educed to two dimensi<.m.s to fit the 

existing Shewh.at·t model. The;cefore, the state of o:cgari.ization. in 

the two dimensioHal iiAOd~l hecomes the degree of organization. It 

follows that these limits establish the state. or deg1·ee of 

organization of the group. This would mean that: a group of people 

wit1"1 very similar wants and desires would have r;.arrow limits 0'!.1. 

tbe wants and desires and the degree of organization would be 

grea·t. In conti-~st, a group of people famctioning as an 

organi.<>ation who possess somewhat dissimilar wan.ts and desires 

would cause the H:mits cm. the pattern of their wauts and desires 
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to be relatively wide and the degree of organization. would be 

J.ess. Conceptua1.ly, Shew·hart's model as it would apply to nn 

organizational process is shm1n in Figure 10. 

The control limits on the organ:tzatimu.d process are a 

function of the range of the wants and desires of rational sub .. 

groups of organ:i.zatim:wl members. Furthermore, the integrated 

weighted me.an of the wnnts and desires of all organizational 

members is the mecm of th·8 objectives of the organization. The 

f~ct that raeasures of wants and desires are we.ighted means 

recogntzes the fact that the wants and desires of some people in 

the organization are more influential than others, as :ts indeed 

true. This is equivalent to say:i.ng tha.t e.n organJ.ze.tion can be 

only what the wants and desires of its members specify. In tenns 

of the concepts presented in Section III, these limits are a 

measure of the capabilities of the organization.al process. 

The logic of thts assertion can be supported by considering 

what happens when an orgti.nizational sub-objective 1.s submitted 

to a sub-group of people who comprise an organizational process. 

The capabilities of this procsss are reflected by limits that 

serve to defin"" the inheren-t v2.riation in the wan.ts and desires 

of those who make up t:he process. However, the sub•obj0ctive 

submi.tted to that group must be coneistent: with .:md contribute 

to oven.i.11 orgc::nfaational objtctlves. This me;.ms that it is 

possible to submit a sub .. objecti,;e to a group of people that 

is not consistent with the wants and desires of those involved. 
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Within the concept of the stability model, this would be an 

objective that falls outside of the control limits on the 

organizational process. Such a.n organizational objective 

should be considered unrealistic when it is compared in the 

light of organizational process capabilities. 

This is the general outline of how the concept of 

stability in the organizational processes must be considered. 

This stability criterion will be used as the sensing device in 

the closed-loop information feedback systems that are in fact 

the organizational processes with which this thesis is dealing. 

Characteristics of the Basic Closed-LOOJ2.. in Organization 

The most basic concept that this thesis embraces is the 

concept of closed-loop systems. Such systems are characterized 

by the fact that the enviromnent leads to a decision that results 

in action that affects the environment and this in turn affects 

future decisions. This thesis is asserting that these information 

feedback systems are the most fundamental components in the 

structure of an organization. Furthermore, each of these basic 

closed-loop systems should function to achieve some organizational 

sub-objective that is consistent with and contributes to over-all 

organizational objectives. Therefore, it is the characteristics 

of this most basic component in organization that must be described 

so that we may integrate many of these basic components to form an 

organization that is in every way effective. 
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Figure 11 is an illustration of the basic closed-loop system 

found in organization. In addition to the basic environment to 

decision to action and back to environment loop~ there is a policy 

loop that interacts with the basic loop that serves to provide the 

required input to the decision-making fuuction in basic organiz-

ational loop. The inputs to the basic loop should essentially 

consist of defining the sub-objective that the basic loop is to 

achieve and the policies that must be followed in the process of 

achieving the sub-objective. It is important to stress that while 

this is generally true~ there is nevertheless, tremendous variation 

from loop to loop in the extent to which the sub-objective is 

spelled out end in the extent to which the process of achieving 

the sub-objective is specified by formal procedures and policies. 

It is possible to specify the sub-objectives for basic 

organizational loops in many ways and the objective that a loop 

strives to attain is almost always some weighted overall sub-

objective that is the result of a. desire to achieve many things 

simultaneously. While it is true that a loop in production might 

exist primarily to produce a certain product in certain quantities 

at some specified quality level, the loop must also achieve - at 

the same time - other objectives relating to costs, employee 

relations, safety, and other considerations. All of these 

complications illustrate the complexity of objectives and sub-

objectives and it helps us to realize that these objectives are 

indeed very difficult to define. 
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Figure 11. Basic Closed-Loop System in Organization 
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For this reason, this thesis uses the same basic variable 

in organization that Smith has proposed and that was discussed 

earlier in this section. This basic variable is human wants and 

desires. All organizational objectives, regardless of their 

nature, are in fact a result of human wants and desires. It is 

possible to note the logic of this assertion through a consideration 

of the various objectives imposed upon a basic loop in production 

discussed briefly just above. Such considerations as quality, 

quantities, cost) safety~and employee relations, varied though 

they are, are all functions of wants and desires of organizational 

members. As stated previously, this is a result of the fact that 

an organization can be only what the wants "end desires of its 

members specify. Therefore, as we have already assumed, the 

overall objectives of an organization are the integ:rated weighted 

mean of the wants and desires of all organizat:lonal members. 

However, in order to achieve these overall objectives~ it is 

obviously necessary to reduce overall objectives to tri.any sub-

objectives. each obtainable through the operation of a basic 

organizational closed-loop system. It is therefore necessary that 

these sub·objectives be consistent with and contribute to overall 

objectives. And just as overall objectives are some function of 

wants aud desires, the sub-objectives that ai·e submitted to tl1e 

basic organizational loops can and should be HJ.so conceptualized 

as functions of human wants and desires. 
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Since this organizational sub-objective is a function of 

the wants and desires of organizational members, it is most 

important that there be a way of determining how this sub-

objective compares with the wants and desires of those who are 

expected to achieve it. These people are the ones who function 

within the bnsi~ organizational closed-loop that is expected to 

achieve this particular sub-objective. It can also be said 

that the people within this closed•loop function as an 

organizational process. 

Applying Smith's model to the sub-group of people who 

operate an organizational process, we can say that the 

capabilities of that process are reflected by the limits on the 

inherent variation of the wants and desires of those who operate 

the organizational process. Therefore, the organizational 

sub-objective, in terms of wants and desires, must fall within 

these limits that define the organizational process capabilities 

if the sub-objective is to be effectively achieved. 

It can be readily seen that this is a consideration of 

organizational process capabilities. It is similar to the 

concept outlined in Section III. In that case, it was concluded 

that specifications for physical product must, realistically, 

be based not only on what is wanted, but also on the capabilities 

of the production process. Here, and earlier in this section, 

this thesis is asserting that specifications which organizational 

processes are expected to meet, or organizational sub-objectives, 
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must be based not only on what is wanted - overall organizational 

objectives - but also on the capabilities of the organizational 

process. These capabilities are determined by the conceptual 

control chart tbat places limits on the inherent variation in 

the dynamic pattern of the wants and desires of those human 

beings who comprise an organizational process. 

This then, is the concept of stability that is the basic 

criterion in all closed-loop systems. This sensing device 

briefly described here and in more detail by Smith is the 

sensing device that is to be employed in organizatioual closed• 

loop systems. Those who operate these systems will interpret 

such a conceptual control chart and thus decide when corrective 

action should be taken within the framework of the closed-loop 

system. 

In applying this concept, we are stating that those in 

higher levels of organization who must supply inputs or sub-

objectives to the basic organizational loops must be careful 

in sensing the capabilities of an organizational process so that 

the sub-objective imposed is within the inherent variation of the 

wants and desires of t.hose who comprise the process. This means 

that if the sub-objective is within these limits, we can 

realistically expect it to be effectively achieved. In this 

same conte.xt, when evaluation reveals that an organizational 

process is not achieving its sub-objective, there is reason to 

expect that the sub-objective is out of control on the conceptual 
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control chart. The only ~~elution to this situation lies in 

either revising the sub-objective to conform with existing 

organizational procee;:; ct:pabiliti es or changing the process 

capabilities through atti tudc or personnel changes that yield 

control limits on w·antG a.nd desires that contain the sub-obj•3ctive. 

It is the key people in organizational processes applying 

such conceptual coutrol cherts on the basic variable of wants 

and desires who take action that serves to close the loops. 

When such people can. alter wants and desires through attitude 

or personnel changes that would enable tbe process capabilities 

to embrace an out: of control sub-objective, then corrective 

action is taken within the framework of the basic organizational 

closed-loop system, as is indeed desirable. 

When such an assignable cause occurs, havever, this thesis 

asserts that wh:l..le the basic loop is designed to take necessary 

corrective action, the policy loop serves the function of 

monitoring these assignable causes. Through this process of 

monitoring assignable causes, those who function as a part of 

the policy loop are in a position to determine if there has been 

a basic shift in the organizational process. If such out of 

control sub-·objectives occur at a sufficiently high frequency, 

then decisions must be made at this higher o:cg:mfaation level 

:cega.rding whether or not such unrealistic sub-objectives should 

continue to be assigned to the organizational process. The policy 

loop would also decide whether o:r not re.vised policL:s would en.able 
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the process to better. achieve the sub-object:Lve. Or, perhaps the 

policy loop would decide that rather significant ch:;mges must be 

made in process ce.pab:i.l:i.ties that would bring about si.gn:i.ficant 

changes in the wants and desires of those who comprise the 

organizational process so the.t the desired object.:tves are 

obtained through the action of a. revised process. 

In any event, a shift in the capabilities of an organizational 

process should result in action by those who comprise the policy 

loop. Whatever decision is made at this higher organizational 

level is reflected by revised inputs to the basic operating loop. 

The revisions might be in the form of a revised sub-objective, 

revised policies to make the existing sub-objective more read:Lly 

obta:tnahle, revised process capabilities tbrou.gh personnel or 

attitude changes, or any conceivs.ble coll1b:i.nation of these types 

of cha.nges. 

This means that those in positions of responsibility are 

essentially involved witb checking to d.etet'l!line if the basic 

organization~.l closed-loops are functioning as they should. 

This is what traditional organizatione.1 theory b.:is recognized 

generally as the except.ion principle. Such a principle 

essentially calls for the "boss" to handle only those matters 

that. are considered exceptional as opposed to those that are 

routine. However, the real problem has always been to 

differentiate between the routine and the eJtceptional. As all 

of those experienced in business know, a very high percentage of 
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nv;;:.:.ms that those in positions of responsibility mi.1st somehow 

chose ~hose m"1tters 1:h2:.t seem to be the mos:: e.~ceptfonal and, 

t.he:cefore, most deservin~~ of thei:r attention. Regret:Bbly~ in 

the past the o:J.ly way to make such decisions ho.s been through 

intuitive judgment. 

However, if this th 2ory is fol lowed, a crJ_ tex-ion upon which 

s"..1ch decisions can be made is provided. i~lthough it is at this 

time only conceptual> :U: 'is nevertheleso vastly f;upe-rior to 

m.::tking such decisions through :i.ntu:i.t:Lv,~ judgment. The criterion 

described here differentiates betwecr1. HS$.f.gnable ca~.u::es and 

inherent v~1r:lat:ion and l:tm:tts on the p.stttG~cn of inherent ;rariation 

are conceptualized that m:Jkes the distinction possible. Through 

the continuing consideration of this th1:.m:y, it i:3 possible to 

keep objectives cons:I_stent wii;h the capabilit:i·~s o:E the 

org211izad.onal p:rocess that m<.rnt .::tcbh:ve the objective. 

always res.d:tly obt1.-1in.sble within the f:r;;ime.work of r~x:tsting p1~ocess 

C2.pabilities. It i:s often advantageous to submit a sub-objecti·qe 

to -9!1 org:::.nizatio1wl process that :Ls slightly beyond present 

process cap.s.biliti3s. '!'his is actually one inetho.::l. of c.br:inging 

process capabilitias. When su(h action iEl t<?ke:n, however, one 

ID'-lSt hC\ve some ide2 that tbe process :i.s .;apabl 0 of modifying 

itself so th;J.t the objecti'le can be att2.ii'.YY.:L If tbs process 
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is incapable of so n10difying itself, the objective cannot be 

achieved. So even in cases where a goal is set beyond present 

process capabilities, the ability of the process to adjust to 

the goal must be considered when the decision is made regarding 

how far outside of the capability limits the goal should be set. 

Again, this is s. m.:itter of varying the wants and desires 

of those who operate the be.sic organizational process. If a 

goal that is somewhat unrealistic is submitted to ceX'tain people~ 

they prove capable of modifying their wants a·nd desires in order 

to achieve the goal. Others, havever, in a similar situation 

will give up when confronted with ar.. v.m:ce.listic goal and 

actually become even more incapable of attaining the goal. This 

is just 01.1e d.imensio:n in the n·dinumsiou.al model of organizational 

process capabilities. 

Qe.eratiOn.,l>f t1!£ Basic Clos,Ed-Loop in Organization 

Since a closed-loop that exists within an organization 

exists to achieve a certain specified objective, there are as 

many closed-loop systems as there are objectives or sub-objectives. 

This means that as organizational objectives are broken down into 

various sub-objectives, an integral part of this planning is to 

simultaneously define the organizational process that is to 

achieve the specified sub-objective. 

This is implying that the total organization itself 

functions as one gigantic n-dimensional closed-loop information 

feedback system and~ this is indeed the case. The organization 
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as a whole makes decisions, translates these decisions into 

action which causes a change in the environment. and thus affects 

future decisions. A.s an example, a company periodically makes 

decisions to enter into .a certain area of the market that they 

serve. Such action causes competitors to :ma.ct and the total 

business envi:rordllent th.?.t the firm operates within is changed. 

This, in turn affects future decisions. 

Within this gigantic system) there exist other closed-loop 

systems that function t.o achieve specified sub-objectives. .An 

example of this phenomenon would be the large corporation with 

several divisions, each functioning as a closed-loop system with 

certain specif ie.d sub~objectives within the total corporation 

that is itself a closed-loop system. In turn, these divisions 

themselves have sub-objectives a11d this breakdown could go on 

and on until the point is reached where it is no longer possible 

or .ad-vantageous to c.ontinu.e to define sub-objectives and the 

closed~loop organizational pxocesses th.at are to a.cl1i.eve them. 

Depending upon the ~tent to which this analysis is carried out.) 

the number of people who operate the basic organizational process 

can vary conside£:ably, even down tQ only one person. 

Generally, this is the concept of loops within loops~ 

Through these interconnected processes, sub-objectives are 

obtained that contribute to the attainment of overail objectives. 

Fm:thertnore, since m:ga.n:i..zational members usually contribute to 

the att.c1inment of more th.an just one sub-objective and therefore 
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operate as a part of several closed-loop systems, it is obvious 

that these systems must not only interconnect:~ but they also 

overla.p. 

Since application of this theory c;:irm.ot be made without 

reference to today's organizations and contemporary principles 

of ot·ganizational design, it is completely impractical to divorce 

the thoughts contained here from existing concepts of organization. 

While today's theory recog:nizes that organ:Lzations do not and 

should not function as the existing model - the organization 

chart - indicates, there has not yet been developed a model that 

provides a more accurate respresentation of reality. Hov1ever, 

this thesis is developing a conceptual model of organizations 

that is a greatly improved model of actual organizational structure. 

Consider 011e department that functions as o-ne segment il'l 

the total organizatiou. Such departments are headed by one person 

who :ts responsible for the effective functioning of the entire 

group of people who make up the department to attain some 

specified objective. Il: is this department h~~ad, a:nd only the 

department head, who,. c."i.ccording to the formal contemporary model 

of organiz~tions, has the only contact with the remainder of the 

organization. Is this an accurate representation of reality? 

Does this person and only this person in fa.ct have the only 

contact with the .:reme.:i.ndex of the organization'? 

No, this is n.ot an ae~ut'ate representation of ~eality, nor 

dees it represent ideal relationships. 
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.:\slwm:Lng that the objectives of this <lcp-":rtment <'£re broad 

enough to require division. into man.ageabl·s sub ... objectives and 

assuming that the department. does not <~dst iii. a coriceptuc:;.l 

vacuum as ct :research dep.oirtment superficially migbt be considered, 

it. will be necessary for the closed-loop Gystems that function to 

attain these objectives to include people ft·ora other departments. 

Tl'ds me1.ms that organ.i;:;,z,tional processes,. streamlined and 

functionally d.;:sif;F1etl to .ach5.eve some !'.lfH::c.ified sub-objective, 

will Gut across ''forma.111 orge:nizationa1 relat.tonsbips to carry 

iitformation along the rov te that facilit.:i'i:EoS i:he raost effici~nt 

achie-11010.ent of the sub-object:Lve. 

Recalling the e.s.J:'l:Le:;: theoretical assertion of this thesis 

that the function of the person :cesponai'ble for t"he operation of 

a group of bas.tc o:rga1:-.izationa.l loops :i.s essenti8l1y to monitor 

c.ssig:r.~<1ble caUS('!S occur-J.ng on the co:nccptua1 control chart that 

sen1es as the in the basic loops, the department head 

would thus b€~ required to monitor a3signf1ble causes on 

organizational processes that :'i.nclude people not: under his direct 

control in the formal sense. 'rhis situation rs1ust be considered 

because the degree to which loops overlap is so great that this 

monitoring of iri.ter-department!'il interactions will always be 

present. 

It follows that the application of th1-s theory requires 

some extensive reconsideration of the generally accepted 

pri11ciple of unilateral exercise of respom;ibility by a department 
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head £m: the matters invo1 ;Ting ::hose in his d2pa:c:..tnent. This 

theory might possibly J~equ:i.re the person respons~~ble for tlw 

nc!;ion of a clor:;ed~loop system to seek <.)ut <'.'n ass:tgnable cause 

when one occurs, especially i:f it seems to indicate "' basic 

shift in the process, Bnd take wha.tever. correctl.ve action might 

be necessary. It is certainly possible that such action might 

involve a. person who is not the di_rect respons:Lbility of the 

department head. It is the occurrence of th:i.o .situation that 

would require some collip:romise :i.n t11e u3u.;:1lly accf:pted principle 

of -unilateral 17esponsib:Uity by a departi.nent head. 

Therefore, thi.s theory calls for a. re~evaluation of the 

principle of orgc.nizinz, on a department or functional bu.sis 

alone. It is often clc~1r tb;:;t the division of .;E, orgenU.;;ation 

into v;;1rious departments results in division of responsibility 

tbat proves som2what artificial nnd ~1n additional barrier to 

tbe effect.:1.'ve attainm.cnt of objccti-ves. In contrast, this 

theory is p:copo.sing organization that is primarily oriented 

t01:"7ard the ef:Eect:tve attahnncnt of sub··object:ives, each th:,:oough 

the operation of a highly efficient closed-loop information 

feedback system that knows no formal organize.t::i_o,wl bar:rf_ers. 

This type of information flow ccn be contrasted to that 

specified by ti·aditional organization tbeot7 where the depe.xtment 

hee.d or Hboss 1' is the only contact with the re:ma5.nder of the 

organh~ation. This is e.quiv2lent to asserting th.s.t information 

tbat must. necessarily involve other departments must flow through 
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this one connection point. '.However, this is of course highly 

impractical and inef f:Lcient and organizations have never actually 

operated in this nw.nnex ~ xdth the possible exception of a pure 

line organization such as traditional military unit which is now 

largely extinct. 

The ~istence of loops that cut acros$ forni.a.1 organizt:itional 

l:l.nes has been generally recognized a11d. ref erred to vaguely as 

Hinformal organize.tion11 or perhaps 11ho:ri~oatal coordi11.ation.'i. 

But as a rule, the details of such organization have not been 

investigated to any significant extent. This is true li:~rgely 

because it is assumed to be different for all orgauizations and 

that no universally applic8.ble principles seem to exist upon 

which suc.h design c.ons:1..derations can be based. As a result$ 

there is an unfortunate connotation that organizational relation-

ships that do not follow specified channels are in some ways 

u"Gheal thy :for the organization. This feeling is usually some 

variation of the idea that the authority of a superior is being 

ci4cumvente<l and the connotation that this is not exactly as it 

should be :1.s shared by both the superior and those who participate 

in 11 inforroal11 relationships. 

lf anorga11ization is designed within the theoretical 

context of this thesis, the need to differentiate between formal 

and i:nfoi"nlal organizational relationships is greatly diminished 

if not completely e~im:i.nated. We are stating that a basic 

organizational process is designed in the form of a closed-loop 
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information feedback system to achieve each specified sub-objective. 

This process is the most efficient one possible because it knows 

no traditional organizational barriers. It is entirely objective-

oriented. When those who operate this process are ma.de aware of 

its function, it become.s a directed, selfwcorrect:ive cycle. The 

function of the person in a position of responsibility above this 

loop is to design the basic loop. to provide it with inputs in the 

form of the sub-objective and the policies to be followed, and to 

monitor the assignable causes that occur. If they occur at such 

a frequency that a basic shift in process capabilities is 

indicated, then the policy loop must take action that modifies 

the capabilities of the loop so that the sub-objective once again 

becomes obtainable or initiates action that results in a revised 

sub-objective that falls within the inherent pattern of the wants 

and desires of those who make up the organizational process. 

Su.mmar:l 

This section has delineated the concept of the closed-loop 

information feedback systeni that this theory is proposing as the 

basic element in the design of organizatiorts. .As is true wi·t;:h 

all closed-loop sys·tems, the criterion of stability is the central 

principle upon which the action taken witM.~ the framework of the 

loop is predicated. T11e actual application of the sensing device 

that ii.lcorporates this criterion as its basic principle was 

discussed in some detail. The remaining problem is to utilize 
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this basi.c element to develop the concept of t:hE: total orz:.mization.. 

This integration of principles follows in ScctLon VI. 
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VI 

THE TOTAL ORGAlUZATION - r. PYRAV.tIDING, N-DIM.ENSIOR41.. NETWORK 

OF INTERCONNECTED AND OVERU;.J?J?ING CLOSED-LOOP 

INFOR1:1£i.TIOM FEEDBACK SYSTEMS 

In Sectiot1 V of this thesis the genet·al structure and 

operating characteristics of closed-loop information feedback 

systems were described as they apply to organizations. These 

systems are conceived a.~i the basic processes it.1 organizatiorts, 

each functioning to attain some specific orge,.nizationa.1 sub-

ob jective. The remaining problem is to utilize this basic 

component to achieve a design for the total orgartization. 

Recall that the flo;;v of information in the basic 

organizational loops is specified so that the sub-objective is 

attai1"1ed in the most effective and efficie11t manner. This flow 

of information represents the structure of the orgm:i.izational 

process. Furthei:nore, the capabilities of the process are 

reflected by the 1.imi ts that contain the h.1.herant variation of 

the dynamic pattern of wants and desit:es of those wbo function 

as a part of the process. The sensing device that provides the 

basis for action which keeps the process functioning requires that 

realistic sub-objectives must fall within these limits. 

If this sensing device indicates the presence of an 

assignable cause - a sub-objective that is not consistent: with 

the wants and desires of those who must achieve it - tbe basic 
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loop functions to correct for the assi.gw1ble cause and tbe policy 

loop siraultaneously monitors its p:ccsence. If the frequency of 

such causes indicates a .shift in process ce1pab:Uities, the 

policy loop must take approp:Liat:e action t:c return the process 

to a state 0£ control. Such action could be in the form of a 

revised sub-objective. '.l:'evise.d policies to enable the process 

to better achieve the sub .. objective, ch~m.ges in process 

capabilities through personnel and/or 2.ttitude dwnges ,, or a.ny 

conceivable combinetion of these changes. The decision th2t the 

poHcy loop makes on these matters is translated :i_nto action 

when the policy loop provides the basic loop wi.tb revised inputs, 

The. Concep; of O!,i,<saniza!J:E!1. - Nexus Centers c\nd the.ir Functions 

Tbis broad r;cope of the funct:i.ons of the policy loop is 

an indicz.tion thet the decision making nexus of this loop is 

located at what we slrn.11 consider a higher organ:Lzational level. 

This means that one decision ma.king nexus determines the design 

o:f. c:md inputs for marry basic loops. This fund.ar2ental principle 

is the concept tb.o:t functions to coo:rd:tnute many complex 

· closed··loop systems that interconnect and overlap. It is also 

an initial indicatiun that the tota.1 orga11izatio11 will assume 

a generally pyramiding shcipe. 

Each of these ne~~us points in the organization receives 

bros.cl objectives from still higher orgm:lizat:l.onal levels that 

are a function of total org.::m.iz£1.tional objectives. It follows 

that one of the primary functions of this nz.Kus is to break 
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these objectives down still further into ration~l sub-objectiV$S, 

It is fundamental to assert that the higher o:cganiza.tional levels 

are not concerned with the specific breakdown of the objectives 

by the nexus centers. The important factor is thet the break-

down result in achievew.m1t of the object:tve. 

Thus, the sub-objel3tives that result must be a funct.ior:. 

not only of what is wanted, but also of the capabilities of the 

organizational process that operates to achieve the sub-·objective, 

Since the decision-making function in the nexus ceuter has 

specified the design of these processes, and is monitoriug their 

performance? it follows that this nexus has the necessary 

knowledge of process capabilities. For this l:e.ason, sub-objectives 

and the process to accomplish them ore simultaneously specified 

at this level. ln closfJd-loop terminology, the objective that 

specifies what is wa.ntad occurs as an input frora higher 

organizational levels and the knowledge of process capabilities 

is indicated by the conceptual control charts of wants and 

desires a.rid is obtained through feedback of the basic loops. 

The policies and procedures that th.a basic organizational 

loops are expected to follow in achieving t11e sub-objective are 

theoretically provided by the uexus center. However, in the ca.se 

of policies i this usually involves simply passing on through 

the inputs to the basic loops overall organisational policies 

that originate at h5.gher levalsi plus whatever local policies 
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the nexus deems m~cessary. Th·ese policies would be essentially 

identical for all the loops that operate in this area of the 

organization. 

The procedures that outline tbe way in ·wh:l.ch the sub .. 

objective :is to be attained can vary greatly frcrtll loop to loop 

in the extent to whicb the process of ach:i..eving the sub-·objective 

is spelled out. For som·:c loops this invol\res little more than 

simply defining the sub-objective, while for other loops the 

process of attaining the sub-objective :is spelled out in 

considerable detail by procedures. This wide variation in the 

scope of procedures is 011.e of the most significant ways of 

illustrating the wl.de V"'1riation in the nature of l:nputs that 

can occur from loop to loop. 

This type o:( relationship that exists betwec:na a nexus 

center arid <:~ group of b;;;1sic organizational loops is the most 

important t:;-1H: of connection th~\t occurs to integrate the action 

of many closed~loop systems. io make a general comparison with 

the contemporary organ:i.zt1t.ional theory and model, such a nexus 

center. would be somewhat equivalent to the head of a department. 

However, the equival::::m.ce is not exact becex1se the nexus center 

is monitoring assignable causes of loops that cut across 

tra.dition.$11 organizational lines. This occurs because the 

organ:i.zationa.l processes e.re objective oriented and this very 

often calls for h1fm.-mation flow and i11teractions that involve 

many functional a~~eas of the organization. 
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This orientation toward objectives is the primary reason 

for rather extensive overlapping of closed-loops,, especially 

iu certain key areas of the organization. Simply stated~ an 

overlap occurs when a person is involved in more than one 

organizational process, where the processes are not specifically 

connected. The distinction between a connection and an overlap 

is largely one of degree, since any ~wo closed-loops in 

organization cannot be considered completely independent because 

both are necessary for the attai:runent of overall organizational 

objectives. Theref,n:e~ the loops must be :t.n some way or ways 

connected in the n-dimensional array that is the total organization. 

However~ the distinction here is that when a person is involved iu 

more than one process and thi.s person does not perform the function 

of connecting the processes~ an overlap occurs. 

The occurrence of these overlaps .strongly suggests the 

importance of the problem of possible conflict situations. 

This W<:J.s discussed briefly in the previous section. It was 

suggested there that this theory calls for some extensive 

reconsideration of the principle of organizing on a functional 

basis alone. 

Since basic organizational closed-loops cut ac~oss fonnal 

lines of responsibility~ it was pointed out that assignable 

causes could possibly be traced to areas in the organization 

that are not the formal responGibility of the nexus center who 

must take action if these causes indicate a basic shift in 
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process capabilities. Furthermore, owing to widespread overlap 

tbroughoi•t the organization, such conflict situations must be 

expected and some general outline for dealing with these 

situations should be specified. 

An appreciation for the complexity of such conflicts can 

be developed through a brief consideration of the variable that 

most accurately describes the nature of the organizational 

processes, human t'1a.nts and desires. If one chooses to take 

corrective action by operating on the wants and desires of the 

person who seems to be imposing restrictions on process 

capabilities, it is clear that the capabilities of not just one, 

but several .loops will be affected if such a person represents 

a point in the organization where significant overlap occurs. 

This is true because the wants and desires of a perso11. are 

constant at any one instant and do not vary depending upon the 

process to which they are being related. Thus, a change in 

such .;;. personi s wants a1.1d desires would affect the capabilities 

of several organizational processes. 

Tbe determination of the course of action that should be 

taken when such a conflict arises is considered the objective 

of specific closed-loop system. This system can be 

conceptualized as connecting all the nexus points that monitor 

the processes that such a. key person functions as a part of. 

This is essential because the capabilities of all of these 

processes would be affected to some degree if this person's 
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wants and desires change or if this person is replaced in the 

organization. This type of n-dimensional coordination is thus 

involved with evaluating the relative importance of organizational 

sub-objectives distributed throughout the total network. This 

evaluation is of course subject to inputs from higher levels 

and, if necessary, coordination problems are relayed to higher 

levels. This would occur if n-dimensional coordination by 

nexus centers results in the general consensus that the various 

objectives submitted to these nexus centers are in irresolvable 

conflict or are the completely inconsistent with existing process 

capabilities. 

Within the theoretical framework of this theory, such 

problems would become evident to even higher organizational 

levels since they in fact represe~t assignable causes. Just as 

basic organizational loops have policy making and reviewing loops) 

these n-dimensional loops that provide organizational coordination 

by connecting pertinent nexus points also have policy making and 

reviewil"1g loops. The decision making function in these loops, 

in turn rests at some level of organization that is still higher 

in our network of closed-loops systems that is now obviously 

pyramiding. 

Furthermore, these second level nexus centers monitor 

assignable causes for mm:iy of these coordinating loops. This 

means that the concepts of organization at this level are 

essentially the same as discussed for the first level nexus 
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centers coo:rdin.ating the basic organi.zaticnal closed-loops. The 

basic variable is also the same and the sensing device is 

interpreted in th0 same general way, The basic difference is 

that the objectives submitted to the nexus center and the sub-

objectives specified by the nexus center become b1:oader as the 

apex of the pyramiding system is approached. 

The two general catergories of responsibility of nexus 

centers are, therefore, to direct a group of bas:i.c loops and to 

participate in organizational processes that function to 

coordinnte the efforts of many clusters qf loops within the 

total network. It can be seen that the respons:Lbil:i.ty of the 

nexus centers increases a.s the scope of the problems involved 

becomes broader, or as the apex of the pyramiding system is 

a,pproa.ched. 

Leadership Characteristics for Nexus Centers 

This responsibility that becomes increasingly critical in 

higher organizationa,l levels clearly calls for people with 

leadership abilities to function as nexus centers throughout 

the organization. It follows that, in order to place effective 

people in these pivotal positions, some measure of desirable 

leadership characteristics should be developed within the 

framework of this theory. Such a determination should prove 

useful by those seeking to make this model operational. 

Although much has been written on the character:tstics of a 

leader, the bas:1.c problem of defining variables and making 
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measurements in the .area. of the life sciences has rendered such 

efforts to be largely descriptive in nature. And these efforts 

have the common short-coming of a lack of any real scientific 

basis. This type of work seems to arrive at the general 

consensus that we really don't know what a leader is except that 

he is different. Yet, it is always essential to add that a 

leader must also have much in common with those who choose to 

follow him. 

In developing the concept of a leader within the framework 

of this theory~ it is necessary to assume that the primary 

positions of responsibility and leadership within an organization 

are the nexus centers discussed in this section. Furthermore, 

as we move up the pyramiding array, the nexus centers at higher 

levels require a greater degree of leadership. This is true 

because objectives and organizational processes are more complex 

at these higher levels. Also, the interconnected and overlapping 

loops that exist at these levels should be conceptualized as 

involving more dimensions than those at lower levels. It 

follows that the degree of leadership necessary to integrate 

and coordinate these loops is indeed mot'e significant. 

It is necessary to return to a consideration of our basic 

organizational variable, human wants and desires. Recall that 

the wants and desires of all people exist at some generally 

identifiable level and that the pattern of these wants and 

desires over time results in limits that define the stable i1'1herent 
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variation present. This concept of stability applies to groups 

as well a.s individuals, a.nd the integrated weighted mean of the 

wants and desires of all orgEmizational members is iu fact the 

mean of overall organizational objectives. 

This thesis is proposing a ramifi.ce.tion of this concept to 

define the most basic characteristic of a leader. It is proposing 

that the wants and desires of those capable of o~erating in areas 

of significant leadership must not only reflect stability~ but 

they must also he.ve a b_t'~ad pattern of inherer~t variation. 

This basic characteristic must be present in leaders for 

many teasons, three of which will be briefly me11tio1ied here. 

First~ at the higher levels where a leader functions, the many 

objectives that must be achieved by the processes that the 

leader functions within or monitors are tiXtremely varied in ·nature. 

H~qever, all of these diverse objectives ·uiust fall within the 

limits that conceptualize the inherent pat.tern of va-riation in 

his wants and desires if he is to contribute to their achievement. 

Thus~ the essential requirement that this 'l?attern of varia·tion 

be broad. Secondly, a broad pattern of variation in this basic 

variable means that many people whose wants and desires exist at 

various levels with relatively narrow patt~rns· of variation can 

identify with the leader and choose to follow him. This is an 

essential condition for the productive interact.ions between a 

superior and ? subordinate that must occur as a part of organizational 

processes. It enables the feedback from the subordinate to the 
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superior to affect decisions at higher organizetional levels and 

it contributes t:o the effective implementation of sub-objectives. 

Thirdly. this broad pa tte:rn of wan ts and clesires enables the 

superior or nexus centet' to rationally deal with situations 

involving the element 0£ conflict. When such a situation occurs, 

a leader with a broad pattern of variation can resolve the 

problem, whereas a person with a narrow pattern of variation 

would likely find himself definitely aligned with one of the 

combatants because of similar wants and desires. Conceptually, 

this means t·hat the position of one party would be outside of 

the control limits of the leader as well as the opposite party. 

The solution reached in this latter situation would be campl~t~ly 

unsatisfactory to one of the parties and it would surely have a 

disruptive effect on the total organization. 

An ~ample of the need for a broad patte•:n of inherent 

variation in wants and de.sires at the executive level is the 

person who is responsible for research and development activities. 

Such a person must be exceedingly tolerant of conflicting opinions. 

People in a research organization should be specifically selected 

so that an abundance of new and varied ideas \j:l.11 be created. Of 

course, this will result in tremendous competition in an area 

where only a small parcentage of the ideas can be fully develo-ped. 

The tremendously important decisions that distinguish between 

projects and ideas to be developed and those not to be developed 

must be made only after careful consideration of every possibility. 
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It is this extensive analysis that detnGnds .;], person possessing a 

very b:road pattern of inherent variation in his wants and desires 

if his analysis is to be complete and his final decision ra.tfonal. 

The impo:ctance of selecting executives who ftm.ct:ton a.s 

nexus centers through ~. consideration of tb:LJ crcite.:rion cannot 

be overemphasized. This is indeed nece3sary for the effective 

functioning of an organization, which means that evBluations 

should be made to de.te:1.Aili11e whether or net thctH") who now have 

broad responsibilities do in fact have this ch.aracteristic. Also" 

this is of great importance as a design cons:tdetution, since one 

of the most essential facets of the organ.izatiorui.1 design process 

is to select people to function a~ ne..itus ce;.1t:ers. 

~s Spa.!' of Control_ 

Another important: design consideration is the question of 

how many closed-loop systems a nexus center ca.n effectively 

monito:i:' and how r11a11y additional pl:'ocesses or loops he can actually 

function as a part. of. Relative to tradition.-~l theod.es 01· 

organization, this is somewhat similar to the consideration of 

span of control, which is usually defined as the number of 

subordinates that can be effectively superv:.tsed by one man. The 

1 -?.. • . ..• 1 b h .:! • 14 u actua nuJuuer J..S generai y set etween t :ree ana. s1x. nowever~ 

the difference between the functions of a nexus center 8.S outlined 

by this theory and an el.~<:;cutive :i.n the tradit:tonal sense are so 

different that they should be emphasized here. 
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The contemporary :famctions o:f an executi1;e, stated very 

generally, are to direct end supervise. The actual extent to 

which the executi~Je exercises this brood responsibility is o.f 

cour.se greatly tempered by the degree to which 11delega.tio11 of 

authorityi' is pra.cticed. Nevertheless; such an eltecutive i$ 

essentially free to delegate or to become involved in the 

responsibilities that primarily 'belong to a. subord:i.nate as he 

sees fit. Contemporary theories and models offer little or no 

assistance in defining tbe degree of involvement, except to 

acknowledge that it exists and it does in fact vary from superior 

to superior and from subo:rdinate to subordinate and from func:tion 

to fo.n.ction. !n addition, there is little th<:!oretical assistance 

to indicate the need for involvement 'by the superior. Therefore) 

the three to six range mentioned above as the usual span of control 

is the range that is representative of current menagement practice. 

The contrast between this span of control and the coltcept 

of control that this theory is advocatin.g is certainly significant. 

Recall that the functions of a nexus center or an executive, as 

spedfied ~y this theory, consist of designing a closed-loop 

system to achieve n specified sub-objective. This sub-objective, 

along with policies and procedures, occurs as an input to that 

loop. The nexus center also monitors the operation of this process 

by monitoring the occurance of assignable causes as indicated by 

the conceptual cont::rol chart. Tl1Us, once the process is operating 
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as it should to achieve. the sub-objective, the na'J{us center knows 

not to become involved beceuse the process :ts £unet:1.on:h1g with 

only inherent variation present. 

If assignable causes occur at such a frequency that a basic 

shift in process capabilit:i.es seems to be indicatE;d, even though 

objectives remain. essentially constant, or if the process is not 

capable of adjusting to 1112.w sub-objectives, then it is clearly 

tbe responsibility of the nexus center to teke action that serves 

to return sub-objecti.ves and process cap8.b:1J.ities to a state of 

compatability. It follows thet the number of loops that nexus 

centers can coordinate varies greatly as a result of several 

factors. The most important consideration is the frequency of 

input revisions and personnel or 8ttitude changer;, since these 

developments can result in assig11able causes. This is essentielly 

a cons:!.der.s.tion of the characteristics stab:tlity of the process, 

or the probabil:i.ty of assignable causes. Another consideration is 

the leadership che.racter:i.stics of the pcrso11 funct:ioning as the 

n~s center. The broader the pattern of his wa11ts and desires, 

the more diverse types 0£ loops he can handle, which would likely 

result in an increase ~;n the number of loops he would coordinate. 

Therefore, the span of control, or the number of loops that 

one ne.xus can effecti-;tely monitor, depends upon the characterist:tc 

stability of the specific loops involved and the inherent variation 

in the wants and desires of the person who functions as the nexus 

center. Also, the number of other processes that the n.~tus center 
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must function ~s a:n integral part: of ba.s au. effect on the number 

of basic loops he can coordinate. Certainly; it is completely 

irrational to specify a number or range of loops as an ideal 

n span of control H. 

Ei-r..ors by ~!:!.,s Cenrn 

This i<le<t of span of control within the framework of this 

theory should foster the realization that the nexus center will 

not be immediately aware of every assignable cause in every loop 

that the center is monitoring. In the practical sense, this is 

impossible. It is more realistic to assume that the immediate 

awareness of assignable causes will vary with time. Furthermore, 

awareness will vary from nexus center to ne~us center. Such a 

limitation can only be considered reasonable because the nexus 

center reviews and integrates the act:ivities of many loops, in 

addition to the loops that the nexus :fon<:.:Cions within. The 

essence of thi.s characteristic is that the nexus is unable to 

immediately note assignable causes in a particular loop if he is 

occupied with correcting for more significant variations in other 

loops. However, the essential design consideration here is to 

be certain that the monitoring is sensitive enough to detect 

universe shifts that call for the corrective actions described 

here.in. 

Since it is unrealistic to assume that the monitoring 

process is perfectly eff:Lcient, the user of th:i.s theory should 

recognize the possibility that two types of errors can occur. 
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These were discussed in Section III relative to the physical 

production process. It will be recalled that Type I error was 

looking for an assignable cause of ve.riation when one was not 

preseii.t and Type II error was not looking for an assignable cause 

when one does in fact exist. 

When considering these errors relative to organizational 

processes~ we shall ass~"me that the assignable causes reflect 

process shifts and they should, therefore, be detected by the 

ne~ua center. This me~uts that Type I error occurs when the nexus 

center takes action to correct for an organi~ational sub~objective 

that is thought to be outside of existirtg process capabilities, 

when actually it is not. For ease of discussion, assume such 

action takes the form of modifying the sub-objective in hopes 

of fitting it to the process or making pe4sonnel or attitude 

changes to enable process to embrace the "out of control" sub ... 

objective. It is obvious that either of these changes would 

likely lead to very undesirable results. 

In the first instance, the revised sub-objective would 

not represent a maxinv..im conttibution to overall objectives. 

This sort of compromise could be expected to result in higher 

costs and ge11erally reduced organizational effectiveness 

because the revised sub .. objective would also necessitate other 

adjustments in other parts of the organization. The seco11d 

action would also be undesirable. Changing the cap~bilities 

of the pt•ocess would be disruptive and after the error is 

discovered, it is possible that the process will have to be 
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changed again to restore it to its original capabilities. 

Thus, the conceptual control chart on wants and desires 

that is so importa>.1t to the effective operation of organizational 

processes is also subject to errors in interpretation. One must 

recognize the possibility of these errors occuring and develop 

some feel for the probability of their occurrence. Also, a 

general idea of the proper action to take upon the discovery 

of such errors will be helpful in ta.king the proper action with 

only a minimum time lag. 

The .fill.ex of the Nettqork 

Consideration of such ideas as nexus centers, leadership 

characteristics, span of control, and possible errors is 

fundamental to the optimum design and operation of the type of 

organization that this thesis is proposing. These considerations 

must be made in all areas of the n•dimensional network or array 

that is the total organization. Howevex·? it has been shown. that 

this array has a geuerally pyramiding shape. Therefore, the 

ultimate nexus center in this array occurs at the apex of the 

total system. Because the apex is u11ique in the array, its 

special characteristics should be described. 

The nexus at the apex of our organization is generally 

comparable to the top spot 01.1 the traditional organization chart~ 

usually the board of directors. Recall the earlier assertion of 

this thesis, that the total organization described herein itself 

functions as one gigantic closed-loop system with n-dimensional 
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characteristics. 1t follows that such a syst€® must have an 

input applied to its {;ontroller. er decision ma.king function. 

This input for the total organization is &.ssumed to occur 

tbroµgh the s.pex of the array, imd its ultim.s.te value should 

be conceptualized as total society. 

Because of the nature o~ this total society input, the 

ape."t nexus center must ir1terpret what the wants and desires cf 

society seem to be. This is then translated into orge.nizational 

action that affects the business and social environment of the 

organ:i.zat:ion. Resulting profits and other perfoxmance indicators 

are then fed back to the ape..~ nexus and new organizstional 

de:cisions and action result and the cycle repeats on a continual 

'basis. Therefore, w:i.th an awareness of this na.ture of tbe total 

organizational pr.ocess, the system becomes a directed self 

corrective cycle and organizational effectiveness is ma:dmized. 

This assertim1 must be true because the organization exists 

in what we call our tot.-11 society and if society is to allow its 

continued existence~ its objectives must be compat:tble with the 

\mnts and desires of society. This is not saying~ bO"wever, that 

society exerts its only influence on the organization through 

its apex. Quite to the contr<u:y, the impact of society is much 

broade:r. As hao already been asserted, the. organization is a 

fm.1ction of the wsr1ts and desires of all its members. Total 

society has a great affect on these wants and desires becaun•~ 

so few wants and desires ar~ inherent to human beings. This 



means that society has a great deal to do w:Lth organizational 

process c,:;;pabilitics because society does much to control the 

wants and desires of o:.:ganizatiorui.1 members. which, in turn, 

controls the process ccpabilities. HO'"vJever, the importa:nt 

point is that at the apex of the ·totsl organization., the only 

input must be co:nceptuaJ.izcd as total society. 

This ultimate 11tE:Xus center must relate the input of 

total society to the capabilities of the tO'~al organizational 

process. T".he -result is overall organizational objec·dves. 

It is necessary for the att:ainm<ant: of these objecdves to in 

someway contribute to whZ'.t total society deems wuntable or 

desirable if the organization is to coutimw in e.."!:istence. 
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CONCI .. m;:roN 

The theoretical contention of this t11esis is tha·t 

organizations are in fact pyramiding, n-dimensional net.works 

o:f il.1tercounected and oye:dapping closed-loop information 

feedback systems. Although detailed design considerations are 

beyond the scope of this the.sis) attention has been given to 

cogitations that the author deems most compelling. 

The operating charscteristics of physical closed .. loop 

systems were reviewed and the fl.mdamental concepts were 

applied to the development of a basic closed-loop system for 

organizational processes. Each of these processes operates 

to achieve a specified sub-objective and decisions witbin these 

processes are based upon the concept of orgs.nizational stability. 

The n-dimension-~1 network that is th0 total organization 

is made up of tnal1'J of these ha.sic systellls. Distinction was made 

between systems that are connected and those that overlap. The 

important connacting and coordinating functions of nexus centers 

has been discussed at. some length. Also, th~~ f1.mdsmental 

characterist:ic of leaders who function as these nexus centers 

has been described, as well as this theory's equivalent to 

traditional theory's span of control concept. The possibility 

of error bas been recognized and error types have been discussed. 

Finally, the ultimate input to the total closed-loop system has 

been described. 
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It seems obvious that these considerations~ numerous and 

complex as they are, are only basic to a myriad of considerations. 

As such, however, they represent the framework of a theory that 

is a conceptual representation of operational reality. 

O:t'ganizations to be effective~ must operate in the general 

manner proposed. 

Therefore~ the value of this theory increases as more 

people become aware of it. This awareness wl.11 result in a 

greater appreciation of actual organizational operation and 

increased organizational effectiveness. It should also mean that 

when people become aware of the fact that o~ganizational process 

capabilities and organizational objectives a~e a function of 

their wants and desires 9 we will witness greater freedom in our 

industrial society than ever beforia. 
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ABSTRACT OF THES!S ON 

ORGANIZATION AS A PYRAMIDING, N-D!MENSIONA~ NETWORK 

OF INTERCONNECTED AND OVERLAPPING CLOSED 

LOOP INFORV.tATION FEEDBACK SYSTEMS 

The theory of organization that this thesis proposes 

possesses a characteristic plasticity that should enable it to 

span the gap that has traditionally existed between the two 

broad types of current organizational theories. Generally, 

one type of theory proposes to describe how organizations should 

function and the other type proposes to describe how organizations 

actually do function. 

The first type of theory often seems to result in proposals 

derived from formal, mechanistic concepts that are necessary, 

but largely superficial and not profoundly significant in an 

operational sense. The second type of theory essentially seems 

to suggest that an '~informal organization'' actually functions to 

achieve the organizational objectives and such an organization 

is a function of existing personalities and, as a result, no 

universally applicable principles appear to exist upon which 

design considerations can be based. Such conclusions are 

usually drawn from some form of case studies that inherently 

produce knowledge that proves incomplete and ephemeral as 

events move on and organizations evolve. 
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Therefore, this theory seeks to reconcile and integrate 

the basic principles of these two types of theories by 

conceptualizing the basic principles of engineering design and 

statistical stability as they apply to organizational processes. 
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